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For Italy - in our land of longing
there is an infinite number of
things to discover - a tribute of
hope in humble times
„I followed nobody“.
Isabella Ducrot and her headstrong way to painting
I was following someone. Isabel Ducrot and her wayward path to painting
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Fabrics made
of history
Isabella Ducrot was a traveler and collector before becoming an artist herself. Her work brings together many things: the wisdom of cultures and eras, mastery and autonomy and the decorative as prayer.
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„I followed nobody,“ says Isabella Ducrot, below in front of „Red
Repetition,“ a recently finished work made from Afghan textiles. Her
apartment (above) is located in the Palazzo Doria Pamphilj, whose
ground floor is accessible and which is said to be one of Rome‘s
most beautiful private museums. The artistic sense runs in the family:
Together with her husband she collected baroque paintings, the terracotta sculpture was created by her son Giuseppe Ducrot, and her
red-dotted curtain was exhibited as early as the 1990s. Left page:
„Abito“ from 2016.
„It gets more fulfilling with each day,“ says Isabella Ducrot. „I am
really grateful for growing older. I want to convey that with my art as
well.“ The white hair, the radiance, the straight posture–she almost
seems like a character from a renaissance painting. This year she
will be 89. Her career as a painter began when she was 60, almost
three decades she worked more or less in seclusion, of which she
spent a long time at Palazzo Dorio Pamphilj. From her studio, one
looks directly into the baroque garden in the inner courtyard of the
palace, a hidden oasis in the middle of Rome where time seems to
have stood still.
The portrait of Pope Innocent X by Velázquez, paintings by Tintoretto
and Caravaggio, hang in the adjoining rooms of the Doria Pamphilj
family‘s private museum. But in Ducrot‘s studio as well as in the private apartment with the works of baroque masters and Indian miniature paintings that her husband Vicky collected, eclectic, surreal-looking style is combined with a minimalist sense for color, material and
geometry.

„Sometimes I enjoy the freedom
that lies in not having studied art,
the freedom to be ignorant.“
picture caption
„We are not interested in landscapes and amusements,“ says Isabella Ducrot. With her husband Vicky, she only collected religious
motifs from the Baroque period. Luca Giordano, Giovanni Francesco
Romanelli, and Giacinto Gimignani hang from the left in the dining
room (left). In the library (bottom left), she shows her other passion:
Indian miniatures and a 17th century Khorasan carpet. Below, the
delicate „Katha I“ from 2013. Ducrot is represented by Galerie Gisela Capitain.
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A show with „Pushing Pots“ (above) and „Bella Terra XXVII“ (below),
both from 2019, has just been held at Capitain Petzel gallery in Berlin. The erotic act in the studio on the left is already 30 years old, the
large work next to it is so new that it is yet to be titled. For this piece, Ducrot has combined soaked Chinese tree bark with Japanese
paper.
In the hallway, a train painted by Ducrot with blood-red circles gushes from the ceiling. It falls as if poured over the steps of a staircase–an old, heavy, snow-white fabric, so fragile in some places that
daylight shines through. When she saw the fragment of an antique
carpet with red circles in a museum in Istanbul years ago, it was an
experience of artistic awakening for her, Ducrot says. „The design
was like a musical motif, a song, a prayer. I understood that in the
West, repetitive forms are just decoration, while in the East, they are
the actual issue.“
With her husband, Ducrot has repeatedly traveled to Afghanistan,
China, India, Tibet, and since the 1960s often in company of painter Cy Twombly, whose wife Tatiana was a close friend of hers. On
these trips and throughout the decades, she has collected various
fabrics–splendid, sacred, and folkloric ones. And she wrote philosophical, poetic, and art history texts about them. It was thus only
natural that materials and fabrics became the subjects of her paintings, which are now being discovered by the international art scene.
„Big Aura“ was the programmatic title of her latest exhibition at the
beginning of the year at Capitain Petzel gallery in Berlin. Here too,
in the modernist building on Karl-Marx-Allee, she played with proportions and repetition. A painting of a vast ritual robe covered with
shimmering lines, next to it the series „Bende Sacre“ (2018). These
paper-mounted scarves, delicate as spider webs, stem from Tibetan
monasteries, where they are given as gifts to sculptures and cult objects. Ducrot painted simple frames around them, making them float
like lattice-like skins. The pieces have a zen-like aura, like a composition by Philip Glass.
She negates the questions of whether she is influenced by Buddhism, minimal or concept art: „I didn‘t follow anyone. I didn‘t have a
master, I didn‘t study at the academy. I am a self-made woman.“ She
tells the story of how Tatiana Twombly, herself an artist and a legendary interior designer, encouraged her and bought her first works,
and how in 2005, Achille Bonito Oliva, one of Italy‘s most prestigious
curators, commissioned her to create a mosaic for a subway station in Naples, where Ducrot grew up in an aristocratic family. One
can sense that she has had a privileged life, surrounded by art and
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But her pictures
of bulbous teapots, her landscapes inspired
by miniature painting speak of a mystical simplicity, conveying a
spiritual experience.
„Textiles have to do with something invisible, like the breath,“ says
Ducrot, „one cannot see, but feel it–it is in the void between the
threads.“ The grid of warp and weft, of crossing threads, which is
exposed like a skeleton in the Tibetan scarves, forms an archetypal
matrix for Ducrot. In her book „The Checkered Cloth,“ she describes
the fabrics as „textile prayers,“ „an indestructible connection between spirit and matter,“ into which thoughts and words are virtually
interwoven. In Isabella Ducrot‘s work, the material is a semiotic, poetic, social network of history, stories, and myths.
In her book, she describes how in the Uffizi on Simone Martini‘s „Annunciation to St. Margaret and St. Ansanus“ (1333), she discovers a
plaid pattern in the drapery of the angel‘s robe. This was a revelation
to her because the plaid pattern hardly appeared in the history of
painting until the 20th century. The plaid and the weaving pattern
are concealed because they come from the world of the poor, the
folkloric, the domestic, and the feminine. Just as the decorative element in modern male painting, which is only rehabilitated by Henri
Matisse, they are considered inferior. If Ducrot repeatedly emphasizes: „I want to be decorative,“ this can certainly be understood as
a feminist criticism of modernism, not unlike her formally reduced
paintings, which are based on a deep belief. „I could call myself a
spiritual artist,“ she laughs, „because I believe that a handkerchief
is a contenitore di spirito, a container for the spirit, and I can also
explain why.“

